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OMEGA SERIES

TITAN SERIES

The multi award-winning chair that’s made Secretlab a household
name around the globe.

OMEGA

The bigger cousin of the OMEGA, complete with an integrated lumbar
support. Very popular for those who value generous space.

TITAN

PRIME ™ PU LEATHER

The OMEGA is our flagship and best-selling chair since its launch
in 2015. But with manufacturing processes and improved materials
available today, we’ve further refined the OMEGA—enhancing the
quality while lowering the cost, bringing you even more value.

PRIME ™ PU LEATHER

The Secretlab TITAN, as its namesake symbolizes, is our largest chair designed yet.
With a seatbase that is 35% longer and more generous in space than most other
chairs in its class, combined with an integrated, adjustable lumbar support—this
mighty chair is the forefront of the ultimate seating experience.

• Upgraded construction and inner cold-cured
foam to spread and support your weight
more evenly

• Thick steel tubular frame with elastic strap
supports
• PRIME PU leather upholstery and precisely
cut cold-cure foam

• New four-directional soft PU-coated
armrest—now wider with improved surface
material for more comfort

• Four-directional soft PU-coated armrests

• Upgraded Class 4 hydraulic piston to suit
greater height range

• Adjustable full-length backrest recline

• New memory-foam lumbar pillow included—
now larger and contured to better fit your
body shape and provide even more support

• Multi-functional tilt mechanism

• Full-length backrest recline

• Sturdy 70cm diameter aluminium base with
XL PU casters

• Integrated lumbar adjustment system
• Class 4 hydraulics

• Multi-functional tilt mechanism

• Free velour head pillow

• Sturdy 70cm diameter aluminium base with
6CM PU casters
• Free velour head pillow included

IT SHOW PROMO

$529 $700

+ FREE FLATPACK DELIVERY

IT SHOW PROMO

$449 $620

USE CODE:

+ FREE FLATPACK DELIVERY

TITAN
STEALTH

USE CODE:

OMEGA
STEALTH

OMEGA
BLACK

OMEGA
CLASSIC

OMEGA
AMBER

OMEGA
ROYAL

OMEGA
ASH

OMEGA 2018

SOFTWEAVE ™ FABRIC

Our all-new SoftWeave™ fabric series, inspired by streetwear,
perfectly pairs our custom and intricately made fabric upholstery
with the award-winning features of the OMEGA 2018 for a soft,
breathable and well-supported seating experience.

$499 $650

+ FREE FLATPACK DELIVERY

COOKIES
CHARCOAL
& CREAM BLUE

TITAN

SOFTWEAVE ™ FABRIC

The SoftWeave™ Series combines the award-winning features of the
Secretlab TITAN with our custom-made fabric to provide the best of
comfort, durability and breathability.

CHARCOAL COOKIES
BLUE
& CREAM

$579 $730

+ FREE FLATPACK DELIVERY

TITAN
BLACK

TITAN
AMBER

TITAN
ASH

THRONE SERIES

OMEGA NAPA

Our most luxurious chairs yet—the OMEGA NAPA features premium
Napa leather used by top-end boutique bags and luxury car seats.
Made from a select cut of calf leather that is incredibly soft, smooth,
and durable, Napa leather is the perfect upholstery for exceptional
comfort and class.

All of Secretlab’s signature goodness put into a compact, sporty package.
Slim fit sizing.

THRONE

PREMIUM NAPA LEATHER

IT SHOW PROMO

$1229

PRIME PU LEATHER
™

$1299

WINE
RED

NAVY
BLUE

+ FREE FLATPACK DELIVERY

The THRONE was the first chair we created—made to be the chair for an
affordable, comfortable, and visually-appealing ergonomic option. The THRONE
2018 is revamped with a sleeker design, set to be even more adaptable for your
workspace, home or anywhere you need to work or play. Now available in our
PRIME PU leather and custom-made SoftWeave™ fabric.

USE CODE:

• Upgraded construction and inner cold-cured
foam to spread and support your weight
more evenly
• New four-directional soft PU-coated
armrest—now wider with improved surface
material for more comfort

TITAN NAPA

• Upgraded Class 4 hydraulic piston to suit
greater height range

PREMIUM NAPA LEATHER

Become your own CEO with our ultra-luxurious TITAN NAPA, which is made
with top-of-the-line Napa leather for a buttery-soft seating experience.

• New memory-foam lumbar pillow included—
now larger and contured to better fit your
body shape and provide even more support
• Full-length backrest recline
• Full tilt mechanism

NAVY
BLUE

• Sturdy 70cm diameter aluminium base with
6CM PU casters

IT SHOW PROMO

$1329 $1399

+ FREE FLATPACK DELIVERY

• Free velour head pillow included

USE CODE:

$399 $500

+ FREE FLATPACK DELIVERY

SPECTRE
WHITE

FLASH
RED

SPECIAL EDITIONS

RUSH
PURPLE

THRONE 2018

$429

SOFTWEAVE ™ FABRIC

COAL PINK

$530

+ FREE FLATPACK DELIVERY

Specially co-designed with our partners, these Secretlab chairs feature
intricate designs, emblazoned with custom logos and stitching.

OMEGA SERIES
NEWBEE EDITION
TEAM SECRET EDITION
CLOUD9 EDITION

$499 $640

+ FREE FLATPACK DELIVERY

TITAN SERIES
TEAM SECRET EDITION
CLOUD9 EDITION

$579 $720

+ FREE FLATPACK DELIVERY

Which chair suits you?
People come in different shapes and sizes, and we believe that chairs should not be a onesize-fits-all affair. That’s why we’ve designed different lines of chairs to cater to different
users’ preferences and requirements. Take a look at our comparison table below to find out
which chair fits you best.

Bad posture can cause poor
circulation and unnecessary
stress on the body.
THRONE 2018
SERIES

Why Secretlab?

T

oday, we spend more time seated on
our chairs than on our beds. Whether
it’s at work or play, inadequate
support during these long periods can
result in bad posture, causing poor
circulation and unnecessary stress on the
body.
This, if left unaddressed, can lead to
serious chronic health issues, such as
slipped disc and carpal tunnel syndrome.

Prevention beats Cure
A good chair is a critical investment in
today’s world. It provides you with proper
support and prevents health issues brought
on by poor posture.
We’ve designed our chairs to support
the natural curves of the spine, preventing
unnecessary stress on the spine and
muscles.
This prevents unnecessary wear and
tear of the joints at the spine, keeping it
healthy and oxygenated.
All Secretlab chairs come with a variety

of adjustable functions to ensure that
support is tailored to each individual user’s
unique requirements.
We’ve incorporated functions that allow
for movement to promote blood flow. This
increases oxygen flow to the brain, keeping
you sharp and focused throughout the day.
People perform at their best when they
feel comfortable. That’s why at Secretlab,
we’re constantly striving to create the best
and most comfortable seating experience.

Always Improving
People’s tastes and sitting habits
change over time, so we know we constantly
have to improve our lineup to cater to your
needs and preferences.
But we don’t just throw everything out
and completely redesign every chair—we
keep the best features, and instead, refine
our products.
This time, we present to you the
remastered OMEGA 2018 and THRONE
2018, with improvements made to our

manufacturing processes and materials to
give you an even more ergonomic and even
healthier seating experience.

About Us
Secretlab was founded in 2015 by two
former competitive gamers who found the
ergonomic chair market lacking a quality yet
affordable option.
Since then,
the Singapore-based
gaming chair manufacturer has since
expanded worldwide, priding itself on its
high-quality products, great customer
service and fair price.
How? By always focusing on direct
pricing—saving on the middleman
markups—allowing us to maintain quality
and service standards and transfer cost
savings to our customers.
Secretlab products are now available
in the United States, the United Kingdom,
Europe, Canada, Singapore, Australia,
Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines, Vietnam,
Brunei, and Indonesia.

OMEGA 2018
SERIES

TITAN
SERIES

REVIEWS
Don’t just take our word for it — tech reviewers, competitive
gamers and other companies have all tried, and loved our chairs.

THE STRAITS TIMES

HARDWAREZONE

“...But after trying out the Secretlab chairs, I began to

“...Literally the most comfortable chair

TWEAKTOWN

CNET

understand what a big difference a proper sitting posture
makes...I found myself feeling much less physical
tension at work, and I also stopped fidgeting as much.”

EDITOR’S CHOICE AWARD

we’ve ever used...as far as local pricing
goes, Secretlab has always successfully
undercut its rivals. But what’s changed
this time around is that the OMEGA is
both cheaper and better.”

“ You can get all the features of a

“ Secretlab has built one of the most

more expensive chair without having
to break the piggy bank, and it also
somewhat matches the price of the cheapest DXRacer
chair here in Singapore. If you’re thinking of a new seat
for long sessions of gaming, look no further.”

comfortable gaming chairs I’ve ever
had the pleasure of sitting on. TITAN is
now my go-to gaming chair and will be
throughout the holidays...”
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OFFICIAL CHAIR PARTNER

CLOUD9

